point of sale v2.0
Our new POS is packed with performance enhancements, new features and a cleaner interface
Building upon an already great POS, we have vastly improved the performance and interface while simplifying the experience.
Clean and intuitive, v2.0 will offer you and your employees superior productivity.
2014 is going to be an exciting year with FasTrax! Be sure to visit us at TPC, in booth 935 to see our newest
POS development.
For those interested in participating in a prerelease evaluation, either speak with us at the show or contact us

Supportive of latest MSA Regulations

warehouse
entire warehouse lifecycle
Our simplistic, yet feature rich Warehouse solution pairs seamlessly with our retail offering and is also
available as a standalone application. It features: Price Lists, Inventory Controls, MSA Reporting,
Wireless Handheld Picking/Verification, Full EDI support, Location Based Pricing and a Cash-n-Carry
Interface.
We have applied our years of experience and expertise to our Warehouse module where we continue
to be the industry leader.

price lists

wireless handheld interface

inventory control

full EDI support

| Price Lists are pricing exceptions that are assigned to | Perform real-time inventory counts and adjustments

| See the historical value of your inventory - a snapshot is | Electronically accept orders via file system

product lines for account groups

| Pick and Verify orders without printing out pages of

taken daily allowing you to run reports on your own time or FTP

| Supports tax % + margin % pricing

worksheets and eliminate keyboard entry errors

| Package relationships are fully supported

| Electronically send out invoices to stores

| Add / Discount base price by dollar

| Lookup and modify item information directly from

| See the quantity available, on order and on hand at a

| EDI orders can be mass printed for quick

| Add / Discount base price by percentage

the warehouse floor

glance for any item

picking

We are looking forward to seeing you at TPC 2014!
With tons of new features, deals and an early peek at our
new Point of Sale & Warehouse software, TPC is sure to be
exciting!

Make sure to visit us at booth 935!

